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Taking a Walk on the Expressiveness Road
Abstract

This dissertation explores the intricacies of concurrent systems and their formal
analysis, aiming at understanding their behaviors and at verifying their proper-
ties through formal methods. Concurrent systems, central to modern computing,
involve multiple entities working collectively to shape the system’s overall behav-
ior. This research delves into the distinctive challenges posed by these systems.
In concurrent systems, the focus shifts from program termination and correct-
ness, typical of sequential systems, to responsiveness at all times. Behaviors
become complex, involving interactions, data exchanges, and resource sharing
among independent processes or entities. Verification priorities encompass syn-
chronization, communication consistency, and resource management.
The dissertation comprises three interconnected research directions:

1. Process Algebras and Session Types
2. Communicating Automata
3. Applications: demonstrating the practical application of formal methods

in diverse domains, bioinformatics, ecology and neural network.
In summary, this dissertation uncovers the complexities of concurrent systems,
emphasizing their formal analysis and aiming to identify the boundary between
descriptive power and decidability
The dissertation will be organized in chapters discussing my work and classifying
them into those three categories: process calculi and session types, automata with
memory, applications of concurrent models to various domains. Each chapter will
be preceded by a general introduction, specifying and commenting the context
and giving pointers to the publications concerning the discussed works.

Keywords: Concurrency, Verification, Session types.
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Prologue

If you don’t start, you’ll never finish.
— Frank Sonnenberg, The Path to a Meaningful Life.

I have finally decided to write this manuscript. I have long thought of what
should be the format that I should give it. This brief introduction comes as a sort of
disclaimer. In this manuscript the reader will not find formal definitions or results. I
am mainly discussing, giving my opinion and putting in perspective my past works.
Full technical results and formal details are left in the published papers.

1.1 Research
I came across "concurrency" by chance. It was not part of my master studies,

nor the subject of my master thesis. I wanted to pursue my studies with a PhD
and a colleague in a project where I had been hired as a programmer, gave me a
paper to read. I do not remember neither the authors nor the content of the paper
just that it talked about composition of processes running in parallel. It was the
beginning. Then I met my advisor Maurizio Gabbrielli and he shared with me one
of the problems that he was investigating at the time: an expressiveness problem.
So I learned about process algebra and several other concurrent formalisms (Petri
nets, rewriting systems, etc.). Since then, my guiding light in research is not one
single small topic but mainly what are the markers of expressiveness in formalisms
that model concurrent behavior. The riveting part is that some of the markers are
recurrent and once identified the creative part is to spot the proper technique to
make it evident.

Besides, research/inventive work follows the ebbs and flows of history and behind
each result there are always two stories. One that is the human one, the colleagues
that we met and where the flow of discussion brought us and the story that is told
in our published papers, that most of the time is an a posteriori reconstruction to
justify choices. Clearly the first one would be much more witty but I would stick
to the simplest one that is to make sense of (or rather summing up) my research
activities of the last 10 years.

Teaching duties, even though they represent half (at least nominally, but prac-
tically much more) of my working days are briefly discussed below.

xi



xii Chapitre 1 — Prologue

1.2 Teaching activities
I rapidly mention here my engagement around education and teaching activities

and point to my webpage [48] for all details concerning my CV. My teaching activity
is divided between the bachelor’s and master’s computer science programs at the
Université Côte d’Azur. All lectures are taught in person (except during the COVID
period, when I switched to distance and/or hybrid formats).

At the bachelor level, I’m in charge of the "Bases de l’informatique" course (L1
level, 18h CM + 100h TD) for a class of about 200 students on average (creation
of material, lectures and about half of the TDs). I also help with the practice part
for the Compilation course (L3 level, 36h TD) for around 30 students. The aim of
the "Bases de l’informatique" course is to give the first concepts and tools needed
in a career in Computer Science. The notions of function, recurrence principle,
propositional and first-order logic, and an introduction to automata are discussed.
Each lecture is followed by 2 tutorial sessions. The first is designed to discuss
the arguments seen in class, with the proposal of exercises. The second session is
designed to give students a greater sense of responsibility in mastering the concepts,
and to help them self-check their understanding of the concepts (through exercises
and the help of the tutor).

At the Master’s level, I’m in charge of the courses: Parallelism, Communication
and Concurrency at M1 level and Types at M2 level. The classes are made up
of around 10 students, with each course comprising 24h in person lectures. The
Parallelism course covers evaluation and parallel programming techniques. The
course is complemented by a series of tutorials and a project (guided by a colleague)
where the notions of conflict and deadlock are emphasized. Communication and
Concurrency introduces the first concepts of distributed protocol modeling (through
process algebras, Petri nets, etc.). Finally, Types introduces typing systems and
their main properties.

I often propose projects for M1 and M2 students and supervise internships both
at M1 level and end-of-study internships.

Finally from a more administrative point of view I am the coordinator of the
M1 which includes selecting the students, preparing the schedule and handling the
pedagogical committees.

1.3 Acknowledgements
First of all, I would like to thank the reviewers for taking the time to review this

manuscript.
I would also like to thank a number of close colleagues/friends for their constant

support and technical and everyday discussions: Ilaria Castellani, Hanna Klaudel,
Etienne Lozes, and Jorge Perez. Thank you for your patience and friendship.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

If you have to support yourself, you had bloody well bet-
ter find some way that is going to be interesting

— Katherine Hepburn, .

I will start this dissertation from the end, stating the general topic of my work
and then building up from there and going into details.

My research focuses on concurrent systems in which individual enti-
ties collectively shape the overall system behavior. I aim to explore the
conditions and methods for verifying properties of such systems.

Everything in the previous sentence needs to be explained, but two ingredients stick
out: concurrent systems and checking properties. So what is a concurrent system, or
said otherwise what is concurrency? And once we are handling a concurrent systems
what are the key aspects that needs to be checked carefully and/or ensured?

Among the plethora of definitions of concurrent system, we will take the one
given in [57] where Hoare and Lamport say:

In a concurrent system, two or more activities (e.g., processes or pro-
grams) progress in some manner in parallel with each other.

The essential point is that in a concurrent system there are entities/activities (some-
time we will call them participants) that work together towards a common objective.
We will refer to this common objective as the protocol (e.g., the sequence of actions)
of the system. "Working together" means that participants collaborate through syn-
chronization, exchange of data or resource sharing. Cooperation becomes the cen-
tral point of study of the discipline and it allows to draw a clear distinction between
the sequential and the concurrent setting. Indeed in sequential programs, we are
mainly concerned about whether programs terminate and/or if they are correct, i.e.,
whether what has been computed corresponds to the expected result. Now, in the
concurrent setting, we often do not care about termination as systems are meant to
be responsive at all times. Moreover, the behavior of a concurrent system cannot be
expressed as an input-output function. In such systems we primarily care whether
the synchronization/sharing of resources between entities is possible or whether ex-
changed data are consistent. Hence, some (those that I have focused on) of the key
properties of concurrent systems include:

1
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Safety: it ensures that certain undesirable events or conditions never occur dur-
ing the system’s execution. For example, a safety property might guarantee
that no two processes access a shared resource simultaneously.

Liveness: it ensures that something desirable eventually happens in the system.
This could include properties like deadlock freedom (the system does not
reach a state where all processes are blocked, unable to make progress due to
resource conflicts) or termination (all processes eventually finish execution).

Other important properties, that we will not directly touch here, are isolation that
ensure that concurrent transactions in databases do not interfere with each other,
preserving data consistency; fault tolerance checking that the system can recover
from failures, continue to operate, and maintain data consistency; scalability which
is related to resource utilization, response time, and the ability to handle increased
workloads; or temporal/causal properties that deal with the timing and specific or-
dering of events.

There are a number of key factors, that while reasoning about concurrent sys-
tems and implementing them, results in systems where it is challenging to ensure
the properties above. First of all concurrency introduces non-determinism, where
the order of execution of concurrent components (e.g., threads, processes) is not
strictly controlled. Identifying all possible interleavings and ensuring "correctness"
for each is a complex, expensive task. Moreover, the incorrect use of synchronization
can lead to deadlocks, race conditions, data inconsistencies and performance bot-
tlenecks. For these reasons, direct techniques such as debugging or testing may not
uncover all concurrency-related issues. Some bugs may only manifest under specific
interleavings, making them difficult to reproduce and diagnose. In some sense, for
concurrent systems, rigorous mathematical techniques such as formal methods are
the only way to go and the family of formal methods is incredibly rich.

Most of the formalisms for talking about concurrency are based on a formal
semantics establishing a precise understanding of the behavior of programs. As
underlined above, we are mainly interested in the way a system synchronizes and
exchanges data. In other words, we focus on how and when a system communicates
internally and with the surrounding environment. All other features become un-
necessary details and are usually abstracted away. The dominant models that have
been proposed for dealing with concurrency are in historical order Petri nets (intro-
duced in 1962 by Petri) [86, 80], process calculi (Milner and Hoare independently
proposed in 1980 their CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems) [78], and CSP
(Communicating Sequential Processes)[56]), and automata with memory (let just
consider for the time being communicating automata as presented in 1983 in [18]).
All these models were followed by a huge success and up to now the theory have
been greatly enriched with variants and extension of those preliminary works.

Petri nets provide a graphical representation of how entities interact and compete
for resources in a system. They consists of two main components: places and tran-
sitions. Places represent states or conditions in the system, they can hold a certain
number of tokens which symbolize the presence of resources, or events in a specific
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state. Transitions represent actions or events that can occur in the system. When a
transition fires, it consumes tokens from its input places and produces tokens in its
output places. Apart from the basic form, different types of Petri nets exist, each
with its own features and variations to model specific types of systems. Notably
we can mention stochastic Petri nets that include probabilistic aspects. High-level
Petri nets allow to represent additional information, modeling more complex data.
Reset nets and inhibitory nets introduce special arcs that enrich the expressiveness
of the formalisms. For a survey see [32].

Process calculi bring concepts from algebra and they impose rules for describing
the interactions and communications among processes in a system [5, 73]. A leading
motivation in the development of process calculi has been properly capturing the
dynamic character of concurrent behavior. Apart from the calculi mentioned above,
over the time the process calculus "par excellence" has become the π-calculus [91].
Much of the success of the π-calculus can be fairly attributed to the way it departs
from CCS so as to describe mobile systems in which communication topologies can
change dynamically. Similarly to Petri nets, a lot of extensions have been proposed
in the literature (stochastic, timed, with localities, higher order, to mention a few)
[6].

Finally, automata with memory and in particular communicating automata build
upon traditional automata theory, which focuses on the study of abstract machines
that process input symbols and transition between states. In the context of concur-
rent systems, the concept of automata is extended to capture the interactions and
communications among multiple automata or processes. Communication happens
via channels through which processes exchange messages. Processes can synchronize
their actions based on the availability of those messages. See [67] for a survey.

A precise mathematical formulation is the initial step to analyze a concrete sys-
tem. Then, on top of such formulation, one needs to devise techniques to prove
that a system satisfies or not a given property. Techniques include static analysis,
encompassing abstract interpretation [28, 76, 77] or typing systems [58, 59], lan-
guage comparison and model checking. Typing systems and behavioral types [4],
in particular, introduce challenges related to synchronization, communication, and
coordination among concurrently executing processes. In sessions typed systems,
type soundness typically ensures communication safety (processes do not present
communication errors) and session fidelity (processes respect their session proto-
col), as well as some progress property (processes do not get stuck). Combined,
these properties can be seen as enforcing a protocol conformance for processes. Fur-
thermore, language equivalence, typical of the sequential setting, although also used
in concurrency, leaves the spot to bisimulation [89, 90], that is a finer equivalence
capturing the fact that a system simulates the other and vice-versa so that two
systems cannot be distinguished by an external observer. Finally model checking
involves systematically exploring all possible states of a model (usually a finite-state
representation of the system) to verify properties automatically.
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Now, this brings us back to the underlying topic of my research which is explor-
ing the conditions and methods for verifying properties of concurrent system. The
problem, is that, even if we focus only on the exchanged messages, the obtained for-
malisms are, in their general formulation, already Turing powerful (except for Petri
nets). This entails that all interesting properties are undecidable and it motivates
the need of finding a compromise between what can be described and what can be
studied/decided. This is what we mean by expressiveness studies.

Expressiveness is the common thread linking my research work. In this
manuscript we start by commenting on variants of process algebra, trying to under-
stand when properties like the ones mentioned above are decidable or not. Session
types, for instance, give a clean characterization of processes for which some prop-
erties are valid by construction. This means that a well typed process is a program
that conforms to its protocol and hence ensure that the protocol is executed as ex-
pected. Then profiting by the connection between session types and communicating
automata we talk about special classes of communicating automata that exploit dif-
ferent notions of synchronization to (again) achieve decidability. Finally, we exhibit
a mix of applications of expressiveness studies to formalism used in biology and
ecology.

Organization of the dissertation. The manuscript is organized in chapters dis-
cussing my work and classifying them into 3 categories: process calculi and session
types, automata with memory and finally applications of concurrent models to var-
ious domains. Each chapter is preceded by a general introduction, specifying and
commenting the context. In each chapter, I will give pointers to the publications
concerning the discussed works. The final chapter circles back discussing what are
the directions and ideas to come.



CHAPTER 2
Process Calculi and

Session Types
I would now like to turn to my other and greatest excite-
ment, trying to understand how discrete systems com-
municate with each other.

— Robin Milner,
Speech on receiving an Honorary Degree from the University of Bologna.

The core of my research has always been trying to understand what are the cruces
of concurrency: i.e., where to situate the limit and which are those special features
that render the language expressive enough to model a precise situation but not too
expressive that every interesting property becomes undecidable. Process algebra are
one of those formalism that are prone to this kind of analysis.

Indeed, one of the principles of process algebra is to have a concise language
with few operators that can compositionally build more complex behavior. Much
like the λ-calculus, the first effort is to go to the essence of the language, e.g., what
are the critical features that allow to count and test for zero. In the concurrent
setting, the paradigmatic examples are CCS, CSP, and the π-calculus. All these
languages feature message exchange, recursive behavior, and a way of creating new
resources. All of them can be shown to be Turing powerful. Still, as mentioned in
the Introduction, there is something fundamentally different in concurrent calculi
from sequential ones. Encodings into Turing equivalent models can say something
about the complexity of the model, but do not qualify entirely the language under
consideration. This is the content of a research thread (among the most notable
papers we can recall [84, 49]) where the process algebras under consideration are
Turing equivalent but if we fix some desired properties of the encodings (e.g., com-
positionality) we can differentiate languages and show that some specific patterns
can be modeled in one of the language but not in the other.

This can be considered sufficient motivation to consider novel operators that
add the possibility of modeling more complex exchanges. Here we consider two
possible directions of extending CCS: i) space and mobility considering how to treat
movement and composition of processes and ii) time and, in particular, we focus on
logic time.

5
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Space and mobility. In process algebras, the notion of space typically refers to
the way in which processes or process components are organized or structured within
a system. Some process algebras incorporate spatial hierarchies [23], where processes
are organized into nested structures or spaces. This hierarchy can represent system
modularity and decomposition. Mobility, instead, refers to the dynamic movement
or relocation of processes or channels within a system. In this chapter, we focus, in
particular, on process mobility, which involves processes that can migrate from one
location to another during their execution. Process mobility models, for instance,
the idea that, in a distributed computing system, a process might move from one
server to another to balance the load. For the papers that we consider here, the two
notions are somehow intertwined.

We begin by considering space and process composition. In [103] we studied
the expressiveness of a language designed for describing process composition. This
work builds upon the foundation laid by [10], which introduces a formal component
model known as BIP (Behavior, Interaction, Priority). In [103], we introduce a pro-
cess calculus that models processes as compositions of a "glue" component (in BIP
terminology) and subcomponents. Notably, this calculus represents a conservative
extension of BIP, incorporating more dynamic forms of glues. Our investigation
focuses on assessing the Turing completeness of various variants of this calculus,
differing primarily in their language for defining glues. Our findings reveal that
constraining the glue language to BIP’s glues alone is sufficient to achieve Turing
completeness. Conversely, the removal of priorities from the control language results
in a loss of Turing completeness. Additionally, we demonstrate that reintroducing a
simple form of dynamic component creation in the control language, albeit without
priorities, is adequate to restore Turing completeness. These results offer comple-
mentary insights to those obtained in the context of BIP, emphasizing the pivotal
role of priorities in determining expressiveness.

Next, a second set of research works places a particular emphasis on mobility. It
concerns formal frameworks and methodologies to model runtime adaptation while
upholding system correctness and reliability.

In our earlier work [19], we introduced the concept of adaptable processes within
the realm of process algebra. Adaptable processes represent units of execution with
the capacity for dynamic reconfiguration during runtime. They can change their
behavior, structure, or communication patterns to adapt to changing conditions. We
established an expressiveness hierarchy of languages, depending on their ability to
create new processes and on the allowed patterns of evolution. Within this hierarchy,
we investigated the decidability of two verification problems: bounded adaptation,
which restricts the number of consecutive erroneous states during computation to a
specified value k, and eventual adaptation, which ensures that if the system enters
an error state, it will eventually transition to an error-free state.

Subsequently, in our work [101], we tame the expressiveness issues described
above by introducing a binary session type discipline. We demonstrated that well-
typed processes exhibit safety and consistency properties. Safety guarantees the
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absence of communication errors during runtime, while consistency ensures that
active session behavior is never disrupted by adaptation actions.

Finally, in [102], we introduced an event-based approach to adaptation. Here,
adaptation requests, originating from the system itself or its context, are treated as
events capable of triggering runtime adaptation routines. These routines leverage
type-directed checks to enable the reconfiguration of processes with active sessions.
As in previous work, we developed a type system discipline for both binary and
multiparty protocols.

Time. Turning our attention to the dimension of time, we explore an extension
of session types that includes time. While this concept is not entirely novel, recent
proposals, such as [11], have sought to enhance multiparty session types by guaran-
teeing that processes within the calculus adhere to specific time-windows stipulated
by their protocols.

However, our approach diverges from conventional physical time as we consider
logical time. Our contribution involves the development of a process calculus tai-
lored for multiparty sessions. It draws inspiration from synchronous reactive pro-
gramming, encompassing features such as broadcast signals, logical instants, and
event-based preemption (as outlined in [21]).

Within this calculus, participants in a protocol gain the ability to broadcast
messages, temporarily suspend their activities while awaiting specific messages, and
respond to events. The principal innovation lies in the introduction of a session type
system designed for this calculus. This session type system serves a dual purpose:
it enforces session correctness by ensuring protocol conformance and additionally
guarantees input timeliness, a time-related property critical for preventing livelock
scenarios.

Organization. Three topics are summarized in the following, each exemplifying
one of the extension discussed above. Revisiting Glue Expressiveness in Component-
Based Systems [103], Adaptable processes [19, 101, 102] and Multiparty Reactive
Sessions [21].

2.1 Revisiting Glue Expressiveness in Component-
Based Systems

The first extension that we describe here, concern the space direction. We con-
sider component-based software where complex systems can be built by composing,
or gluing together components that may have been developed independently.

In their paper on glue expressiveness [10], Bliudze and Sifakis, have proposed
to look at the expressive power of glues or composition operators in an effort to
assess the relative merits of different component frameworks with respect to their
composition capabilities. In essence, the criterion they use to compare two sets
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G1 and G2 of composition operators with respect to a set of components C and
an equivalence relation, is whether it is possible to find for every operator in G1
an equivalent one in G2. The equivalence criterion is based on the fact that each
composition of components in C via G1 can be obtained via a composition in G2.

This work, however, leaves open a number of questions, in particular regarding
the form glues can take, and their intrinsic expressiveness. Indeed, the notion of
glue in [10] is essentially a static one. One may legitimately argue in favor of more
dynamic forms of composition, e.g., to allow the creation of new components or the
replacement of existing ones to accommodate different forms of software update.

We model component assemblages as terms in a process calculus, called CAB (for
Components And Behaviors). The language is parametric with respect to a family of
primitive components expressed as labelled transition systems. It features locations
representing components. Each location can either contain a set of sub-components
or a behavior from the class of primitive components together with a glue operator.
The glue operators include action prefix, parallel composition and recursion. Actions
govern how each component synchronizes with the others and how the behavior of a
subcomponent is prioritized. Action prefixes allow the definition of dynamic glues.
Parallel composition is not a synchronization operator, but it can be interpreted as
an and operator among glues.

We study the expressiveness of CAB. It is easy to show that BIP glues can be
recovered as single state processes of our glue language in CAB.

Theorem 2.1.1. BIP systems defined over a set P of components can be encoded
in CAB(P ): any BIP system is strongly bisimilar to its encoding.

We also show that even if the set of primitive components is empty and we only
consider the set of static BIP glues, the resulting variant of CAB is Turing-complete.
The result is obtained by resorting to an encoding of Minsky Machines and strongly
relies on priorities. Numbers inside registers are encoded as the parallel composition
of as many occurrences as the number to be encoded of the same component. An
increment adds an occurrence of this component while a decrement removes one, if
available. To be able to execute the test for zero, it is necessary to check that the
register is indeed empty, this is the role of priorities. Such an encoding is reminiscent
of the role of tokens in Petri nets. Indeed the expressiveness of the fragment without
priorities falls back to that of Petri nets.

Finally, we show that Turing-completeness can be reobtained if we add a simple
form of component creation. Thanks to the interplay between the creation of new
components and recursion we can gain Turing equivalence. The result, is obtained
again by resorting to an encoding of Minsky machines that exploits creations and
nesting of components.
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2.2 Adaptable processes
We mentioned in the Introduction that one of the motivation in the development

of process calculi is to capture the dynamic nature of concurrent behavior. Here we
describe behavioral patterns which concern changes at the process level and describe
process evolution along time, in other words processes are able to suspend, replace or
relocate a running activity. This is a central concept for the adaptation capabilities
by which processes modify their behavior in response to exceptional circumstances
in their environment.

In [19], we introduce E , a process calculus of adaptable processes: a variant of
CCS without restriction and relabeling. Adaptable processes have a location and are
sensible to actions of dynamic update at runtime. Locations are useful to designate
and structure processes into hierarchies, they are transparent and allow processes to
evolve on their own or interact freely with their environment. A contextual update
prefix allows to implement forms of process evolvability.

We consider several variants of E , obtained via two orthogonal characterizations.
1. The first one is structural, and defines static and dynamic topologies of adapt-

able processes. In a static topology, the number of adaptable processes does
not vary along the evolution of the system: they cannot be destroyed nor
new ones can appear. In contrast, in the more general dynamic topology this
restriction is lifted. We will use the subscripts s and d to denote the variants
of E with static and dynamic topologies, respectively.

The structural characterization is useful when one wants to preserve the
main architecture of the operating system; conversely, an operating system
could be designed to disallow runtime updates that alter its basic organization
in dangerous ways. A static topology is also consistent with settings in which
adaptable processes represent located resources, whose creation is disallowed
or comes with a cost (as in cloud computing scenarios).

2. The second characterization is behavioral, and concerns update patterns,
i.e., the shape of context in an update prefix. We consider three kinds of
update patterns, which determine three families of E calculi, denoted by the
superscripts 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The first update pattern admits all
kinds of contexts, and so it represents the most expressive form of update. In
particular, contexts can appear behind prefixes. The second update pattern
forbids such guarded contexts. In the third update pattern we further require
contexts to have exactly one hole, thus preserving the current behavior (and
possibly adding new behaviors): this is the most restrictive form of update.

The behavioral characterization is inspired by the forms of reconfigura-
tion and/or update available in component models in which evolvability is
specified in terms of patterns, such as SOFA 2 [55]. Update patterns are
also related to functionalities present in programming languages such as Er-
lang [1].
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Ed – Dynamic Topology Es – Static Topology
E1 BA undec / EA undec BA undec / EA undec
E2 BA dec / EA undec BA dec / EA undec
E3 BA dec / EA undec BA dec / EA dec

Figure 2.1 – Summary of (un)decidability results for dialects of E .

Expressiveness. We study two verification problems associated to E processes
and their (un)decidability. They are defined in terms of standard observability
predicates (barbs), which indicate the presence of a designated error signal. We thus
distinguish between correct states, states in which no error barbs are observable and
error states: states exhibiting error barbs. The first verification problem, bounded
adaptation (abbreviated BA) ensures that, given a finite k, at most k consecutive
error states can arise in computations of the system, including those reachable as a
result of dynamic updates. The second one, eventual adaptation (abbreviated EA),
is similar but weaker: it ensures that if the system enters into an error state then it
will eventually reach a correct state. Both properties are studied with respect to a
set of possible updates that can be applied at runtime.

The main technical results are summarized in Figure 2.1. The calculus E1 is
shown to be Turing complete thus both BA and EA are shown to be undecidable.
The expressiveness comes from update actions in E that allow to "jump" from finite
Petri nets to a Turing complete model. We, then, show that in E2 BA is decidable,
while EA remains undecidable. Interestingly, EA is already undecidable in E3

d , while
it is decidable in E3

s .
The undecidability results are obtained via encodings of Minsky machines. The

encodings that we provide in E2 and E3
d do not reproduce faithfully the corresponding

machine, but we can detect that only finitely many steps are wrongly simulated.
The decidability of EA in E3

s is proved by resorting to Petri nets: EA is reduced to
a problem on Petri nets, that we call infinite visits which, in turn, can be reduced
to place boundedness. For the decidability of BA we appeal to the theory of well-
structured transition systems [41] and its associated results. In our case, such a
theory must be coupled with Kruskal’s theorem [66] (which allows to deal with terms
whose syntactical tree structure has an unbounded depth), and with the calculation
of the predecessors of target terms in the context of trees with unbounded depth
(which is necessary in order to deal with arbitrary aggregations and dynamic updates
that may generate new adaptable processes).

Typing systems. To rule out the decidability issues, in [101] we extend E with
a session type discipline. In our language communicating behavior coexists with
update actions. This raises the need for disciplining both forms of interaction, in
such a way that protocol abstractions given by session types are respected and
evolvability requirements are enforced. We draw inspiration from the session types
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in [42], which ensure that sessions within Ambient hierarchies are never disrupted
by Ambient mobility steps. By generalizing to the context of (session) processes
which execute in arbitrary, possibly nested locations, we obtain a property which
we call consistency: update actions over located processes which are engaged in
active session behavior cannot be enabled. The semantics enables adaptation actions
within arbitrary process hierarchies and, following [42], endows each located process
with a suitable runtime annotation, which describes its active session behavior.
Runtime annotations for locations are key in avoiding undesirable update actions.

Our typing system extends existing session type systems with the notion of in-
terface, which allows for simple and intuitive static checking rules for evolvability
constructs. In particular, interfaces are essential to rule out careless updates guaran-
teeing that services should always be available in multiple copies, this is the Service
Channel Principle (SCP) identified in [22].

In [102], we relax the type discipline to enable adaptation steps also on locations
that contain already established sessions. To enable this behavior we propose update
processes in which the adaptation routine dynamically checks the current state of
the protocols running in it and determines a new process behavior based on that
state. The semantics for our update processes exploits session monitors: processes
that maintain the (current) protocol state at a given channel, and constructs for
dynamic type inspection, as put forward in [65].

We propose an event-based approach. Our process syntax includes adaptation
signals that are similar to communication prefixes and that can be used to issue
an adaptation request for a given location. Each location is endowed with a queue
that stores its pending adaptation signals/requests. The use of adaptation requests
and the arrival predicate allows us to maintain a separation between structured
communications (disciplined by session types) and the events that ultimately trigger
update processes.

As before the session type system ensures safety: well-typed programs do not
exhibit communication errors (e.g., mismatched messages) and consistency: well-
typed programs do not allow adaptation actions that disrupt already established
session protocols. We considered a typed process model for both binary and mul-
tiparty sessions. The multiparty session type discipline is built upon the work in
[26] which uses global types and monitored processes as main ingredients. A global
type abstracts a sequence of communications between two or more participants. By
projecting a global type onto each participant, one obtains a series of local types.
Such local types are used as monitors for the processes that implement each partner:
a monitor enables the visible actions of the process. The association of a monitor
and a process is called a monitored process. We extend the framework of [26] with
typeful update processes and event-based constructs. As a result, we obtain an
alternative framework in which events handle adaptation requests:

— Internal adaptation requests are initiated by a participant that announces all
other participants that the current global protocol should be abandoned, and
that a new global protocol should be adopted instead.
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— External adaptation requests are meant to dynamically update or upgrade
the local implementation of a single participant.

To express internal adaptation requests, processes may explicitly output a mes-
sage whose communication object denotes a choreography. This message can be
accessed by all protocol participants (using the shared queue) so to determine their
updated behavior. Networks in our model are distributed collections of locations,
each containing a monitored process, a local collection of processes, and a queue.
This queue is useful to model external adaptation requests which, as described
above, are targeted to a particular participant. As a result, we obtain a setting in
which internal adaptation is no longer anticipated at the level of types and concerns
all participants of the choreography, while external adaptation requests focus on a
single participant.

Summing up:
1. We have introduced E , a core calculus of adaptable processes. E allows to

express a wide range of patterns of process evolution and runtime adaptation.
By means of structural and behavioral characterizations, we identify different
meaningful variants of the language.

2. We have shown the expressiveness of E by studying the (un)decidability of
bounded and eventual adaptation

3. We introduced a binary and multiparty session type discipline that marries
structured communications and runtime adaptation .

2.3 Multiparty Reactive Sessions
In many realistic scenarios, message-passing does not operate alone but coexists

with other programming paradigms and abstractions. In particular, the interplay
of message-passing concurrency with time- and event-based requirements is very
common. Many protocols are subject to time-related constraints (as in, e.g., "the
request must be answered within n seconds"). Also, protocols may depend on events
that trigger run-time adaptations (as in, e.g., "react to a timeout by executing an
alternative protocol").

In this work [21], we study the integration of synchronous reactive programming
(SRP) [15, 74] and session-based concurrency giving birth to the language Multiparty
Reactive Sessions (MRS). We devise a uniform programming model for message-
passing systems in which some components are reactive and/or timed. Synchronous
reactive programming is a well-established model rooted on a few features: broadcast
signals, logical instants, and event-based preemption. This makes it an ideal vehicle
for specifying and analyzing timed reactive systems.

Indeed existing frameworks based on session types lack the ability of broadcasting
messages that are not fetched by all participants ("orphan messages" become the
norm rather than the exception) and a preemption mechanism, allowing participants’
behaviors to be simultaneously reset in reaction to some event.
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To address this gap, we propose a new typed framework for multiparty protocols,
which supports reactive, time-dependent behaviors. Our framework builds on a lan-
guage which combines constructs from π-calculi with typical features of SRP. Such
features include logical instants, which are periods in which all components com-
pute until they cannot evolve anymore (instants are what make SRP "synchronous").
Constructs to control the evolution of processes among instants are: a pause con-
struct, which explicitly suspends execution for the current instant; a watch construct
implementing preemption, a sort of exception handler which triggers an alternative
behavior in reaction to a given event and event emission, which is used to control
the watch construct. Finally, instead of point-to-point communication, the language
features broadcast communication.

In MRS, a process resides within a configuration with its memory and emitted
events. Semantics is based on two reduction relations on configurations: the first
formalizes small-step execution within an instant, until the configuration suspends.
Suspension occurs when all participants have sent/received in the current instant,
are waiting for a missing message, or have reached a "pause". The second reduction
relation formalizes how suspended configurations evolve across different instants. A
design choice of MRS (typical of SRP languages) is to require that, during each
instant, every participant can broadcast at most once and receive at most once from
the same sender. This requirement is enforced by the semantics itself; it facilitates
both message handling during instants and the typing of processes.

We prove that the calculus MRS satisfies (bounded) reactivity, a standard sound-
ness property of SRP, which states that small-step execution converges to a suspen-
sion or termination point at every instant [74, 92]. This property, also called instant
termination, is a prerequisite for establishing protocol correctness, as it ensures that
reactive computations evolve through a succession of instants and thus proceed as
expected.

Theorem 2.3.1. Let C be a reachable configuration of a MRS process. Then C
reduces to a suspended configuration in a fixed number of steps.

The calculus is enriched by a typing systems that ensures properties typical of
session type systems: communication safety (processes do not feature communica-
tion errors), session fidelity (processes respect their session protocol), as well as some
progress property (processes do not get stuck). In addition, MRS processes satisfy
input timeliness, a new time-related property stating that every unguarded input is
matched by an output during the current instant or the next one.

Our type system relies on the usual ingredients of multiparty session types: global
types describe the whole multiparty protocol; local types describe the contribution
of each participant to the protocol and a projection function relates global and
local types. However, because of the interplay between sessions and SRP, these
ingredients have rather different definitions/consequences in our framework.

In particular we require a pre-processing phase over global types called satura-
tion, that enrich protocols with so-called implicit pauses, i.e., those that are not
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specified by processes but induced by the synchronous reactive semantics between
two broadcasts by the same participant, or between two inputs by the same partici-
pant from the same source. Unique to our setting, saturation is essential to conduct
our static analysis on MRS processes and, ultimately, to reconcile the conceptual
gap between SRP and session-based concurrency.

Moreover to prove subject reduction, we need to show that suspension preserves
typing. A key property is the absence of circular dependencies in well typed config-
urations. Indeed, because of bounded reactivity, MRS is deadlock-free: all potential
deadlocks due to missing messages are turned into livelocks. We prove that live-
locks are not possible for well-typed configurations, i.e., all configurations where
processes are typeable and each local type is the projection of a given global type
do not contain circular dependencies.

2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have discussed how to extend basic process algebra with new

constructs and how to evaluate the overall expressiveness of the obtained variant.
Part of our analysis is based on evaluating whether a fragment is Turing powerful
or not. When a fragment is not Turing powerful we resort to Petri net encodings, or
well-structured transition systems. Another complementary way of restricting the
expressiveness of variants lies in the use of typing disciplines that allow building
programs that are correct by construction.

In the literature (or better in recent conference venues) we see less and less
contributions of these kind, maybe suggesting that most of the family of extensions
have already been treated. All these extensions have also underlined a weakness
of process algebra. The syntax and semantics of such variants are convoluted, they
often use too many symbols and loose the initial aim of being compact and intuitive.

Instead other formalisms such as automata with memory have become more à
la mode. They benefit from having graphical representations that make them more
intuitive and they also benefit from a long well established theory. This will be the
content of the next chapter.

Still I do not think that process algebra theory is dead, I believe that we will
see many of the techniques born for process algebra applied to other domains, it is
already the case for the theory behind bisimilarity. On top of this, the connection
with automata theory is tight, see for instance how session types can be read as
communicating automata and how projection can be defined in that context [72].
As we venture further into this dissertation, we will explore the intricate web of
connections between process algebra and communicating automata, revealing the
nuanced ways in which they converge and complement each other in the pursuit of
unraveling the complexities of distributed systems and communication protocols.



CHAPTER 3
Automata with Memory

I have a grand memory for forgetting.
— Robert Louis Stevenson, Kidnapped.

In this chapter, we move away from process algebra and delve into communicating
automata. While this transition might appear as a shift in formalism, it is important
to recognize the profound interconnection between these two theoretical frameworks.
In essence, both process algebra and communicating automata share a fundamental
objective: they both serve as vehicles for modeling and understanding the exchange
of information within systems comprised of independent processes or autonomous
parties. In the literature, one can find formal connections as [40, 69] or the more
recent [72]. These works shed light on the strong relationship between session types
over process algebra and communicating automata. One of the key insights is the
concept that the projection of global types, a pivotal aspect in multiparty session
types for process algebra, can be interpreted as a form of communicating automata.
In some sense, this proves that those formalisms may serve as complementary lenses
through which we can gain a richer understanding of how systems interact and
communicate.

Let us begin with informally recalling the definition of a system of communicating
automata. It consists of a set of finite-state machines (one for every process/partic-
ipant) where transitions are labelled over send or receive actions. Depending on the
presence and the configuration of buffers, different semantics can be defined, giving
rise to different communicating models. The simplest semantics one can define is
the synchronous one, where there are no buffers and send and receive action can
only happen simultaneously. This model is the most tractable, as the semantics can
be represented by a finite state machine. This way all interesting properties can
be translated into classic problems over finite state automata, that we know to be
decidable. Hence synchronous communicating automata are a simple model but not
very flexible nor expressive. Indeed most of the real-life systems are asynchronous
where send and receive actions are decoupled. The most common communicating
model amounts to the presence of a memory (usually FIFO buffers) among each
pair of participants and per direction of communication. It is referred to as peer-to-
peer communication (other models will be discussed in Section 3.2). It models a bit
closely reality but it is much more complex as it can also encode Turing machines

15
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[18], thus rendering model-checking undecidable. Now, similarly to the previous
chapter, the question is to tune the model so that decidability can be retrieved loos-
ing as little as possible in term of expressiveness. One of the directions to go to
retrieve decidability is to "force" the synchrony of the system. This can be achieved,
for instance by bounding the size of the buffers, giving rise to existentially and uni-
versally bounded models as in [47] or by organizing executions into phases where only
a fixed number of send actions is allowed as within the notion of synchronizability
in [14]. This is also the direction that we take in this chapter.

The first group of works that we discuss focus exactly on this last notion of syn-
chronizability. We provided a generic framework, based on monadic second order
logic and special tree-width, that unifies existing definitions, explains their good
properties, and allows one to easily derive other, more general, definitions and de-
cidability results [13].

Next, we show that this same technique can be applied to extend our reasoning
across a spectrum of communicating models. These models span from synchronous
rendezvous communications to fully asynchronous and out-of-order communications
[94]. We presented a unified hierarchy of communication models, distinguished by
their concurrent behaviors and the degree of synchronization inherent in their op-
erations. We established that all the communication models we consider can be
axiomatized within monadic second-order logic and may therefore benefit from sev-
eral bounded verification techniques based on bounded special treewidth.

Finally, we close this chapter by discussing the closest work to process algebra
and multiparty session types [98]. The systems under consideration are the closest to
synchronous communication as all traces are causally equivalent, up to permutations
of independent actions, to ones where each reception is immediately preceded by the
corresponding send. We show that it is decidable to model-check them and check
whether a system satisfy such a property.

Organization. The works discussed on this chapter are mostly taken from the
results of the two PhD thesis of L. Laversa and L. Germerie Guizouarn (that I
have co-supervised with E. Lozes). They correspond to the following publications:
deciding synchronizability of systems [99, 100, 13] and hierarchy of message-passing
communication models [94, 95], finally for Multiparty protocols and synchronous
communications [98].

3.1 Deciding k-synchronizability of Systems
This first section focuses on the notion of synchronizability and boundedness.

In particular we study systems where in order to tame expressiveness we bound
the number of exchanged messages. This generates a group of families of systems
that are not Turing equivalent where some interesting properties (e.g., reachability
of configurations) turn out to be decidable. Hence a crucial step is to be able to
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Peer-to-Peer Mailbox
Weakly synchronous Undecidable [13] EXPTIME [13]
Weakly k-synchronous Decidable [14, 100, 13]
Strongly k-synchronous — Decidable [13]
Existentially k-p2p-bounded Decidable [47]
Existentially k-mailbox-bounded — Decidable [13]

Figure 3.1 – Summary of the decidability of the membership problem in various
classes. The – stands for a formalism that does not exist in literature

determine whether a systems belongs or not to one of those families (the so-called
membership problem). Figure 3.1 sums up the membership problem for several
families.

We mentioned before existentially k-bounded systems [47] where all executions
can be re-ordered into an execution where the size of the buffer does not exceed k.
This property is undecidable, even for a given k, but it becomes decidable when con-
sidering deadlock-free systems. In 2018, Bouajjani et al., called a system (weakly)
k-synchronizable [14] if every execution can be divided into blocks of at most k
messages. After each block, a message is either read, or will never be read. The
semantics is represented by sets of message sequence charts (MSC for short) a graph-
ical representation of the behavior that only depicts the relative order of actions.
Processes are assigned vertical lines representing the order in which actions are exe-
cuted. Matching send/receive actions are represented by connecting arrows. Given
this representation of semantics, division into blocks does not imply that buffers are
bounded to k messages. A key aspect between these works is that they consider
different communication architectures. Existentially bounded systems have been
studied for p2p, whereas k-synchronizability has been studied for mailbox commu-
nication, for which each process merges all its incoming messages in a unique queue.
The decidability results for k-synchronizability have been extended to p2p commu-
nications [99], but it is unknown whether the decidability results for existentially
bounded systems extend to mailbox communication. Moreover, variants of those
definitions can be obtained depending on if we consider or not unmatched messages
(i.e., messages that are sent but never read). Indeed the challenges that arise in
[14] are due to mailbox communication and unmatched messages blocking a channel
so that all messages sent afterwards will never be read. To clarify and overcome
this issue, we proposed strong k-synchronizability, a new definition that is suitable
for mailbox communication: an execution is called strongly k-synchronizable if it
can be rescheduled into another k-bounded execution such that there are at most k
messages in the channels before emptying them.

The decidability results mentioned above have been obtained by resorting to a
general framework based on monadic second-order logic (MSO) and (special) tree-
width —that is a graph measure that indicates how close a graph is to a tree [27].
Such a framework captures most of the existing definitions of systems that may work
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Weakly synchronizable
Existentially bounded

Universally
bounded

Weakly
k-synchronizable

Figure 3.2 – Hierarchy of classes for p2p systems

Weakly synchro. Existentially
bounded

Weakly
k-synchro.

Strongly
synchro.

Strongly
k-synchro. Universally

bounded

Figure 3.3 – Hierarchy of classes for mailbox systems

with bounded channels. It is quite valuable, as on top of membership one can show
that reachability and model checking (if the logic formula is MSO definable) are
decidable. Indeed it is enough to show that the communication model, combined
with the bounding class, enforces a bounded treewidth of the class of behaviors
represent via MSCs.

The decidability results are possible if the bound k is known, but computing k
is, in general, a difficult problem. For instance, in the case of existentially-bounded
classes, computing such bound is undecidable. We have been able to compute such
a k for the class of mailbox weakly synchronous systems [100]. This is doable as the
set of possible blocks (also called exchanges) represents a regular language, hence if
the bound exists it will be the size of the largest word of the language.

Finally, we also compared the relations between each class of languages, depicted
in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. In [71] one can find a complete discussion with examples,
distinguishing each of the classes.

3.2 Hierarchy of Message-Passing Communica-
tion Models

Closely related to the previous set of works, in this section we explore expres-
siveness problems linked to synchronizability [94]. We focus on the same four classes
as the previous section, this time varying the communicating model. We consider
a range of communicating models spanning from asynchronous communication to
realizable with synchronous communication (RSC). All the analyzed models can be
axiomatized using monadic second-order logic. Moreover, it can be shown that most
of those classes have finite treewidth, thus by employing the frameworks described
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Weakly Weakly ∃k ∀k
sync k-sync bounded bounded

asy unbounded STW ✓ ✓ ✓

p2p ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

co ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

mb ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

onen ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

nn ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Figure 3.4 – (Un)decidability results for the synchronizability problems.

above one can show decidability of membership and bounded model checking. Figure
3.5 summarizes the decidability results.

Interestingly, one can prove that for the class of weakly synchronous p2p MSCs,
it is possible to build a system than generates MSCs with arbitrarily large grids
(thus with unbounded treewidth). Such a construction can be employed to provide
an encoding of a system into a weakly synchronous system with three processes,
allowing to show that reachability of a configuration is undecidable [95].

Next, we briefly define the communicating models:
Fully Asynchronous Communication: (asy) messages can be received at

any time once they have been sent, and send events are non-blocking. It
can be modeled as a bag where all messages are stored and retrieved by
processes when necessary.

Peer-to-Peer Communication: (p2p) any two messages sent from one process
to another are always received in the same order as they are sent. This is
usually implemented by processes pairwise connected with FIFO channels.

Causally Ordered Communication: (co) messages are delivered to a process
according to the causality of their emissions. In other words, if there are two
messages m1 and m2 with the same recipient, such that there exists a causal
path from m1 to m2, then m1 must be received before m2. Causal ordering
was introduced by Lamport in [68] with the name "happened before" order.

Mailbox Communication: (mb) any two messages sent to the same process,
regardless of the sender, must be received in the same order as they are sent.
In other words, if a process receives m1 before m2, then m1 must have been
sent before m2. An implementation of the mailbox communication model
consist in a single incoming FIFO channel for each process, in which all
processes enqueue their messages.

FIFO 1−n Communication: (onen) is the dual of mb, it coordinates a sender
with all the receivers. Any two messages sent by a process must be received
in the same order as they are sent. These two messages might be received
by different processes and the two receive events might be concurrent. An
implementation of the FIFO 1−n communication model consist in a single
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Figure 3.5 – The hierarchy of MSC classes.

outgoing FIFO channel for each process, which is shared by all the other
processes. A send event would then push a message on the outgoing FIFO
channel.

FIFO n−n Communication: (nn) messages are globally ordered and delivered
according to their emission order. Any two messages must be received in the
same order as they are sent. These two messages might be sent or received
by any process and the two send or receive events might be concurrent. The
FIFO n−n coordinates all the senders with all the receivers. An implementa-
tion of the FIFO n−n communication model consist in a single FIFO channel
shared by all processes.

RSC Communication: (rsc) it imposes the existence of a scheduling such that
any send event is immediately followed by its corresponding receive event.

From these definitions and their axiomatization in MSO, we can deduce a hier-
archy of communication models, Figure 3.5. Surprisingly, the FIFO 1−n class, that
could be thought of as the "dual" of the mailbox class, is a subclass of mailbox class.
This strongly contrasts with Chevrou et al. sequential hierarchy, where FIFO 1−n
and mailbox are incomparable [24].

3.3 Multiparty protocols and synchronous com-
munications

In this contribution [98] , we study systems realizable with synchronous commu-
nication (RSC). RSC systems are a class of communicating automata designed to
capture the essence of synchronous communication between concurrent processes.
In such systems, all executions can be rescheduled in such a way that all receptions
immediately follow their corresponding sends. In [98] (differently from the defi-
nition of RSC discusses in the previous section) we allow executions that contain
unmatched messages. One of the main advantages of RSC systems is that most of
the interesting properties turn out to be decidable regardless of the communication
model considered.

The first good property is that, if we fix the number of processes, the membership
problem, i.e., whether a system is RSC, is decidable in polynomial time. The proof
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proceeds in three steps: first, we show that RSC executions are characterized by
acyclic conflict graphs, that visualizes the causal dependencies between send and
receive actions. Second, we show that the fact that a system is not RSC is revealed
by the existence of "bad" executions of a certain shape, called borderline violations
[14]. These are executions for which every strict prefix is RSC. Finally, we show
that the graphical characterization can be exploited to show the regularity of the
language of borderline violations, from which we get the decidability of the RSC
property.

The second class of good properties for RSC systems is that all regular safety
properties, which includes reachability, absence of unspecified receptions, progress
and boundedness are also decidable in polynomial time. Given a property P , the
P safety problem consists in checking whether the intersection between the set
of reachable states and those represented by P is empty. For RSC systems, the
set of reachable states may not be regular, it is possible that buffers may contain
configurations that are context free or context sensitive. Nonetheless, we show that
for a computable regular property P , the P safety problem remains decidable.

3.4 Conclusion
This chapter explores the expressiveness of communicating automata, more

specifically, exploiting the concept of synchronizability. The main result is a general
framework. The decidability of membership and bounded model checking follows
(i) from the definability of models into monadic second-order logic and (ii) from
showing that the semantics, when interpreted as a classes of graphs, have finite
tree-width. We have studied synchronizability taking into consideration different
communicating models spanning from asynchronous to RSC.

In particular, RSC seems to be a good candidate to study the relations with
multiparty session types, much similar to what has been done in [72]. Session types
community mostly considers p2p buffers, the works discussed in this paper pave the
way to generalize notions (syntax, semantics, types) to other communicating means.

On top of this, in the whole chapter we always admit the presence of unmatched
messages, hinting at the fact that they may represent messages that are sent but
not received, while multiparty session types always dismissed the presence of such
messages, considering them as programming errors. Is this the only feasible inter-
pretation? Maybe unmatched messages can be studied in the setting of an open
systems, representing messages that are sent "outside" and so their control goes
beyond the system under consideration.





CHAPTER 4
Applications

Variety’s the very spice of life
That gives it all its flavor

— William Cowper, The Timepiece.

This chapter rounds up this manuscript by commenting some of the research di-
rections that I have developed since my PhD and that have been left out in previous
chapters. These works cannot be directly categorized as expressiveness studies but
are worthy of mention. They are brought together by the fact that they all concern
modeling and verifying concurrent systems from diverse disciplines like bioinformat-
ics, ecology and neurosciences.

My first approach to bioinformatics came through the expressiveness analysis
of rewriting models [39]. Indeed, biological processes are usually given in terms of
pathways which are causal chains of responses to stimuli (a rewriting system in the
computer science terminology). The κ-calculus has been introduced by Danos and
Laneve in [31] to describe chemical and gene interactions. Since its introduction, and
in its more general stochastic form [30, 16, 17], it has become an important reference
for the description and analysis of such systems ([64, 83, 106] to mention a few
examples). Building on [39], I become interested in rewriting systems for biological
and bio-inspired systems and more specifically in reaction systems [20]. In [38], we
extended reaction systems with discrete time constraints to model toxicity scenarios
and introduced ANDy (for Activity Networks with Delays). It allows to model
time-dependent biological systems, for instance regulatory pathways where toxic
behaviors are represented by temporal logic formulae that define the reachability
of bad (toxic) states or non-viable paths. Reaction rules called activities involve
entities playing the role of activators, inhibitors or products of biochemical network
operation. Activities may have a given duration, i.e., the time required to obtain
results. Moreover entities are associated with levels (e.g., concentration, strength).
Entity levels may change as a result of an activity or may decay gradually as time
passes by. We chose discrete time constraints to ensure decidability (that we showed
via an encoding into Petri nets) and leveraged the connection to Petri nets, making
use of existing model checking tools for analysis.

Along the same line of research, in [97, 96] we considered applying rewriting
systems to the modeling and analysis of ecosystems. The formalism was introduced
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in [45] to represent discrete qualitative models of ecosystems. Rewriting rules model
conditions of appearance/disappearance of living (animals, plants etc.) and non-
living entities (air, water, soil etc.). In [45] Gaucherel et al. cover the analysis
of temporal features, such as basins of attraction (i.e., strongly connected states),
tipping points (critical transitions along trajectories) and various kinds of collapses
(functioning systems whose structures were nevertheless fixed), while, in our papers,
we consider a way of comparing ecosystems. The method relies on a measure of sim-
ilarity and on an optimization algorithm. The proposed method allows to detect
patterns, i.e., ecological processes or sets of processes.

The last topic that I will present here concerns the modeling of biological neural
networks [36, 35, 34]. We formalized spiking neural networks as networks of timed
automata [2]. Timed automata are extensions of finite state automata which exhibit
both discrete and continuous behaviors over time. They are well suited to model
neural networks as they allow to model the influence of past inputs, or the presence
of a refractory period, a lapse of time immediately following the spike emission
in which the neuron cannot emit. The model is validated against some relevant
properties expressed as temporal logical formulae. However, practical usability is
limited due to the rapid explosion of the number of states, and one should find how
to represent the behavior of groups of neurons instead of single entities. Beyond
model-checking, we devised an algorithm reminiscent of supervised learning to infer
synaptical weight values, enabling the display of expected behaviors.

Organization. Five topics are summarized in the following. The Kappa-Lattice:
Decidability Boundaries for Qualitative Analysis in Biological Languages [39], Hunt-
ing Distributed Malware with the κ-Calculus [29], Activity Networks with Delays:
An Application to Toxicity Analysis [38], Analysis of Discrete Models for Ecosystem
Ecology [97, 96] and Spiking Neural Networks Modelled as Timed Automata: With
Parameter Learning [36, 35, 34].

4.1 The κ-lattice
In this work, we explore the decidability boundaries of the κ-calculus. As men-

tioned before κ is a formalism for modeling molecular biology where molecules are
terms with internal state and with sites, bonds are represented by names that label
sites, and reactions are represented by rewriting rules. From a more mathematical
point of view, κ is language modeling graph rewriting where molecules are nodes
with fields (the state) that can have as many connections as the number of sites, and
bonds are the arcs (Figure 4.1). Reactions have the shape R → P , where R and P
are set of entities (pre-solutions using the biology terminology) called reactants and
products, respectively. They are of three kinds: Creations may produce new bonds
between two unbound sites, or synthesize new molecules. Destructions behave the
other way around. Exchanges are reminiscent of the π calculus because they define
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Figure 4.2 – A system and the application of a rule

a migration of a bond from one reactant to the other. We distinguish two types of
exchanges: the one occurring between connected molecules, called (connected) bond
flipping, and the one occurring between disconnected molecules, called free (bond)
flipping. Take for instance the system represented in Figure 4.2(a)

A[f = 1](aε + b1 + c2), B(a1 + bε), C(a2)

together with the application of rule (Figure 4.2(b)

A[f = 1](c2), B(bε), C(a2) → A[f = 2](cε), B(b3), C(aε), D(a3)

.
We consider a number of κ dialects, shown in Figure 4.3, that are inspired by

biological phenomena (see [39] for some examples on how each fragment can repre-
sent a family of real biological reactions). Languages are ordered by inclusion and
we move from κ along two different axes:

1. vertically we restrict the shape of destructions rules:
— the superscript −n: we restrict destructions forbidding cancellations of

molecules, as a consequence the number of molecules never decreases,
— the superscript −d: we disallow destruction rules, no molecules nor bonds

can be removed,
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κ κ+ bf κ+ ff

κ−n κ+bf −n κ+ff −n

κ−d−i κ−d κ+ bf −d κ+ ff −d

κ−d−u−i κ−d −u κ+ bf −d −u κ+ff −d −u

CP

SCP

RP

Figure 4.3 – The κ lattice, languages are ordered by the sublanguage relation

— the superscript −d−u: we disallow destructions and consider species with
no fields,

— the superscript −d−u−i: we disallow destructions, fields and all creations
are constrained so that one cannot verify whether reactants are linked,
in other words no bond occurs on the left-hand side except for the one
considered for flipping ,

2. horizontally we add capabilities coming from the exchange rule:
— the superscript + bf: only allows bond-flipping,
— the superscript + ff: allows the full free flipping, where exchanges can

occur also between two unbounded molecules.
For all of the 14 dialects of κ we investigate three problems:

the reachability problem (RP): whether there exists a derivation from an
initial to a target solution.

the simple coverability problem (SCP): whether there exists a solution
reachable from an initial one containing exactly the same complexes as a
given one, possibly with a greater multiplicity.

the coverability problem (CP): whether there exists a reachable solution
containing a given (sub)solution. Differently from SCP, the shape of com-
plexes in the target solution is not fixed a priori. We only require that it
contains a given solution.

where a complex is a maximal set of connected molecules; and a solution is a multiset
of complexes. We say that a solution is reachable from another when it is obtained
from the latter one by using a finite sequence of reactions.

Theorem 4.1.1. The following properties are decidable:
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1. CP is decidable in κ−d−i.
2. SCP is decidable for κ+ bf −d .
3. RP is decidable in κ+ff −n.

The following properties are undecidable:
1. CP is undecidable in κ−d −u.
2. SCP is undecidable in κ−n and κ+ff −d −u.
3. RP is undecidable in κ.

The results on the (un)decidability of RP, SCP, and CP in the κ lattice are
illustrated in Figure 4.3. Notice that for decidability results it is enough to prove
the theorem for the largest calculus in the class and conversely for undecidability
for the smallest.

Undecidability is obtained by modeling Turing complete formalisms in the cal-
culi. The most surprising result is the undecidability of CP in κ−d −u. We prove
that this quite poor fragment of κ – in which molecules have no state and bonds
can be neither destroyed nor flipped – is powerful enough to encode Two Counter
Machines [79]. Observe that this result relies on the possibility to test at least the
presence of bonds (allowing to test whether a complex, representing the termina-
tion of a computation can be produced). While the dialects that include κ−d −u

are Turing complete, many of them retain decidable SCP and/or RP properties.
These facts, apparently contrasting with Turing universality of the calculi, are con-
sequences of the following monotonic properties: reactions cannot decrease (i) the
total number of molecules in the solution nor (ii) the size of the complexes in the
solution. In the calculi satisfying the form of monotonicity (i) we show that it is
possible to compute an upper-bound to the number of molecules in the solutions of
interest for the analysis of RP. In this way, we reduced our analysis to a finite state
system. For the calculi satisfying the form of monotonicity (ii) we show that it is
possible to compute an upper-bound to the size of the complexes in the solutions of
interest for the analysis of SCP. In this case, even if it is not possible to reduce to a
finite state system (because there is no upper-bound to the number of instances of
the complexes in the solutions of interest), we could reduce to Petri-nets in which
target reachability and coverability are decidable.

4.2 Distributed Malware with the κ-Calculus
In this work, we present a proof of concept, using the κ-calculus, for detecting

and analyzing distributed malware together with their propagation mechanisms.
The term malware is used to refer generically to a malicious code, i.e., any

software program designed to move from computer to computer and network to net-
work in order to intentionally modify computer systems without the consent of the
owner [51]. Since the threat of malware attacks is an unavoidable problem in com-
puter security, it is crucial to develop both sophisticated models for expressing and
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understanding distributed malware (e.g., botnets) and efficient techniques of defense
from them. A promising approach regards the monitoring of malware propagation
in a network both for studying properties of the considered malware and/or for find-
ing ways to immunize the network. Indeed, the monitoring of malware propagation
turns out to be particularly interesting for analyzing the topology of botnets and
for understanding, detecting and stopping bot propagation [25].

We propose to represent malware as formal structures in the κ-calculus, the
framework captures the dynamic behavior and interactions of malware agents across
different nodes in the network. As biological virus are generally associated to mal-
ware, we found it natural to look for a suitable calculus among the ones designed for
computational biology. We look for a formalism that not only could express concur-
rent interactions but that could also describe spatial aspects such as containment
or relative position (i.e., topology).

We characterize malware in κ as programs (i.e., molecules or better in this con-
text components, together with the rules describing their evolution). They exhibits
the three defining behaviors of malware: The malware has to imitate the behavior
of the host (e.g., evolving using the rules of the host). It has to possibly perform an
injury, meaning that the payload is observable in the environment, and it is inde-
pendent from the hosting program. Finally the malware replicates and infects the
environment. We give examples on how to code different kinds of viruses: spywares,
worms and botnets among the others.

We demonstrate how the κ-calculus could be used to perform simulations and
analyses of malware behavior. By studying the topology of the network in which the
malware spreads, it is possible to identify the best nodes to immunize, or to decide
whether a given infection will evolve into an epidemics. This enables the identifica-
tion of potential attack vectors, vulnerabilities, and patterns of infection. κ offers
a framework where the granularity of the model can be chosen depending on the
specific problem to represent: i.e., one can choose to model programs inside a single
machine, or model a complex set of machines abstracting from the programs they
are running. Finally the analysis of malware formalized in κ can benefit from the
existence of tools for the simulation of κ-systems [16]. Moreover, these tools – de-
veloped in the biological setting – allow the specification of stochastic measures that
can model the probability of a certain node to be infected, the rate of propagation
of a given infection, etc..

4.3 Toxicity Analysis
In the contributions that follows, we keep working on rewriting systems. Such

systems are slightly different than κ. On one side we do not need to consider links
(bonds in the κ terminology) and on the other side we add time constraints and the
ability of talking about entities that are not present.
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Figure 4.4 – The poster presented at Evry’14, Thematic Research School Poster
session

In [38] we introduce a formal framework called Activity Networks with Delays
(ANDy) for modeling and analyzing time-dependent biological systems, specifically
focusing on toxicity scenarios.

The paper addresses the challenge of modeling biological systems where activ-
ities have associated durations and the timing of events is crucial. Our proposal
originates from reaction systems [20]. The formalism encompasses entities and ac-
tivities. Each entity is characterized by one attribute, called level, representing ac-
tivation/inhibition status or expression degree (e.g., low, medium, high). Activities
are rules describing the evolution of systems, involving three sets of entities: acti-
vators, which must be present, inhibitors, which must be absent, and results whose
expression levels have to be modified (increased or decreased). The introduction
of (discrete) time concerns both activities and entities. Activities have a duration
and entities are subject to a decay process that models the action of a non-specified
environment: i.e., levels decrease with time progression. Differently from reactions
systems, reactants are not consumed by activities but their levels naturally decrease
as an effect of decay. Another difference is in the semantics of activities: while in
reaction systems a maximal parallelism model is considered, here we adopted two
types of activities: mandatory and potential ones. The former set of activities, once
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enabled, must take place altogether in a time unit (this is similar to what happens
in reaction system). While the latter, non-deterministically and separately, may be
performed or not.

The idea of adding activity duration and decay fits perfectly toxicity problems
where exposure time and threshold dosage are crucial parameters. Indeed toxicol-
ogy [107] studies the adverse effects of the exposure to chemicals at various levels of
living entities: organism, tissue, cell and intracellular molecular systems. A toxicity
process is a sequence of physiological events that causes the abnormal behavior of a
living organism with respect to its healthy state. Such processes can be modeled ei-
ther by identifying some pathological states or by characterizing sequences of states
(traces), e.g., non viable behaviors. All these properties can be given in terms of
temporal logic formulae.

We show that ANDy has finite state space and we provide an encoding into
Petri Nets and Timed Automata that have associated tools to perform the toxicity
analysis. We showcase the use of ANDy, modeling the blood glucose regulation
in human body and interpreting the interaction of aspartame, instead of normal
sugar, as a potential toxic behavior (see Figure 4.4). A prototype implementation
of ANDy networks using the Snakes toolkit [87], Snoopy [53] and its related analysis
tool Charlie [54] is available at [93].

4.4 Discrete Models for Ecosystem Ecology
Another application of rewriting systems are ecosystems. They are complex

processes of highly different nature: e.g., bio-ecological, physico-chemical and socio-
economical. The dynamics of such systems is difficult to grasp as it is the result
of an intricate interplay between a large number of processes: the functioning of
living species (e.g., fauna and flora) and inert components (e.g., dynamics of soil
and climate), as well as human activities. In ecology, discrete qualitative modeling
is still pioneering and under exploited. Approaches such as those by Gaucherel
et al. [104, 43, 44], where the authors study the driving rules needed to change
agricultural mosaics and model contrasted landscapes, are promising. As a starting
point of our developments we took a general discrete qualitative formalism proposed
by Gaucherel and Pommereau in [46]. Ecosystems are modeled as a set of (living and
nonliving) entities together with a set of rewriting rules expressing the conditions of
their appearance/disappearance (i.e., the ecosystem component responses).

We propose two techniques to complement the analysis of ecosystems modeled
as in [46] without fully developing their semantics. On one side we want to remove
redundant information that could have been (unintentionally) introduced during the
modeling process and that could greatly lengthen computations. On the other side
we want to compare models by focusing on their syntax.

For the first part we identify four strategies to simplify models divided into two
groups. First those that find and remove redundant information immutable entities
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and correlations and second, those that are intended to find and hide some local
behavior in a controlled way: cascading, and spontaneous production.

The former two (immutable entities and correlations) are conservative in the
sense they do not modify the state space of the model but remove redundancy in
entities and rules. Immutable entities are those that cannot change their state along
the evolution of a system. They are never produced nor consumed by a rule, i.e.,
they are never on the right hand side. Thus if they are included in the initial state,
they will always be present and conversely if they do not belong to it they will
never appear in the ecosystem. As a consequence, we can simplify the model by
removing occurrences of those entities or entire rules depending on the initial state
and whether the rule requires the presence or the absence of such an entity. For
correlation, we look for sets of entities that appear in rules always together and with
consistent polarity. To find such sets we build a lattice whose infima represents the
searched correlations.

The latter strategies (cascading and spontaneous production) slightly modify
the state space but always in a controlled way. With the cascading strategy we
remove rules which may be reduced as an effect of transitivity. This way we can
remove stuttering and the introduction of intermediate states that are not used. For
spontaneous production, we tackle rules that model production of entities without
any precondition. Such rules entail that those entities are always present. In this
case we raise an alert and leave the choice to the user. If the user is interested in the
asymptotic behavior (the entity should not disappear from the system) then it is
better to add the entities to the initial state and simplify the model by eliminating all
the effects of those entities on rules. Otherwise, if the user is interested in observing
possibly "oscillating" behaviors then leave the system as it is. This means that the
entities will appear non-deterministically when the rule is used. They can disappear
as an effect of other rules to reappear back when the rule is used again.

For the second part, we notice that many processes are common to most ecosys-
tems: e.g., for species interactions: predation, competition, symbiosis, etc. and it is
crucial to be able to identify them to better describe the ecosystem under study. We
propose a method to detect whether a given process is present in an ecosystem. This
can help to understand if the introduction of a new entity could cause the appearance
of a known process, and to understand the real nature of new processes. Moreover,
it is more efficient to search for patterns by referring only to the syntactical system
specification instead of considering the whole semantics (that is exponential in the
number of entities) based on the assumption that similar processes look similar at
the rule level.

In order to compare two models of ecosystems, we introduce a pair of mappings,
the first identifying entities and the latter rules, and a similarity measure expressed
as a scoring function. This scoring majors the number of matched entities and rules,
and penalizes those that do not perfectly match. Similarity is then defined as an op-
timization problem through the scoring function. Indeed, the scoring function with
optimal value uniquely determines the mappings of entities and rules. The definition
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of the scoring function is used to search for interaction patterns in the rule-based
models of ecosystems. As the complexity of this kind of search is exponential, it is
not always possible in realistic cases to find optimal solutions in a reasonable time.
Nevertheless, optimization tools generally allow obtaining a sub-optimal solution
quite efficiently.

We implemented a prototype that allows encoding the matching of two models
into a pseudo-Boolean optimization problem and invoked a satsolver to solve it. We
applied this prototype to systematically match a collection of predefined interaction
patterns against a set of models of realistic ecosystems.

4.5 Spiking neural networks as timed automata
The last topic discussed here concerns the modeling of biological neural networks.

No rewriting system is considered here, instead we model networks via timed au-
tomata. We take the so-called third generation models of neuron behavior, also
known as spiking neural networks (SNNs). Neurons may fire output spikes accord-
ing to threshold-based rules which take into account input spike magnitudes and
occurrence times [85]. We focus on the Leaky Integrate and Fire Model (LI&F)
model originally proposed in [70], especially we consider the discretized formulation
given in [33], which relies on the notion of logical time. Time is considered as a se-
quence of logical discrete instants, and an instant is a point in time where external
input events can be observed, computations can be done, and outputs can be emit-
ted. We encode LI&F networks into Timed Automata networks where each neuron
is an automaton. We show how to define the behavior of a single neuron and how
to build a network of neurons. The behavior of a neuron consists in accumulating
the weighted sum of inputs, provided by a number of ingoing weighted synapses,
for a given amount of time. Then, if the potential accumulated during the last
and previous accumulation periods overcomes a given threshold, the neuron fires an
output over the outgoing synapse. Synapses are channels shared between the timed
automata, while spike emissions are represented by broadcast synchronizations oc-
curring over such channels. We coded a prototype of our neuron using Uppaal [3]
and used the built-in model checker to evaluate the model.

We analyze some intrinsic properties of the proposed model: the minimum
threshold value allowing a neuron to emit, the minimum delay between neuron
emissions and the lack of inter-spike memory, preventing the behavior of a neuron
from being influenced by what happened before the last spike. Moreover we evaluate
our model with respect to a classification based on a work by Izhikevich [60] that
classifies spiking neuron models according to some behavior that they should exhibit
in order to be considered biologically relevant. We encode in temporal logics all the
behaviors (or capabilities) a LI&F model should be able to reproduce and we exploit
model checking to prove these behaviors are reproducible in our model. Izhikevich
also identifies a set of behaviors which are not expected to be reproducible by any
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LI&F model. We prove these limits to hold for our model as well. We show that
our model can reproduce:

tonic spiking: the behavior of a neuron producing a periodic output sequence
as a response to a persistent excitatory constant input sequence;

the integrator behavior: the behavior of a neuron producing an output spike
whenever it receives at least a specific number of spikes from its input sources
in the same accumulation period;

excitability: the behavior of a neuron emitting sequences having a decreasing
inter-firing period, i.e., an increasing output frequency, when stimulated by
an increasing number of excitatory inputs.

For the negative results we show that our model cannot reproduce:
phasic spiking: the behavior of a neuron producing a single output spike when

receiving a persistent and excitatory input sequence and then remaining qui-
escent for the rest of it;

bursting: the ability of producing a finite sequence of high frequency spikes;
spiking frequency adaptation: the behavior of a neuron producing a decreas-

ing frequency output sequence as a response to a persistent excitatory input
sequence;

spike latency: the behavior of a neuron firing delayed spikes, with respect to
the instant when its potential reached or overcame the threshold

threshold variability: the behavior of a neuron allowing its threshold to vary
according to the strength of its inputs;

bistability: the behavior of a neuron alternating between two operation modes:
periodic emission and quiescence;

inhibition-induced spiking: the behavior of a neuron producing a spike out-
put sequence as a response to a persistent inhibitory input sequence

rebound spiking: the behavior of a neuron producing an output spike after it
received an inhibitory input.

For each non-reproducible behavior, we provide an extension of the model allowing
to reproduce it.

Then, we exploit our automata-based modeling and model checking to propose a
new methodology for parameter inference in SNNs: i.e., how to determine a param-
eter assignment for a network with a fixed topology and a given input such that a
desired output behavior is displayed. Our analysis is inspired by the SpikeProp algo-
rithm [12], which deals with fully connected feedforward networks of spiking neurons
with layers and aims at attaining a set of target firing times of the output neurons
for a given set of input patterns. An error function is obtained by computing the
least mean squares of desired spike times and actual firing times; such an error is
then back-propagated in the network. The main differences between the SpikeProp
approach and our, are that our networks are discrete and not multi-layered, and we
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allow to have both positive and negative inputs spikes. The learning algorithm is
then applied to find suitable parameters in mutual inhibition networks, a well stud-
ied class of networks in which the constituent neurons inhibit each other activity
[75], and to a class of networks known as archetypes from [33]. These small circuits
(e.g., simple series, parallel composition, negative loop, inhibition of a behavior,
etc.) can be seen as the constituting bricks of bigger networks.

4.6 Conclusions
All the works discussed in this chapter concern mainly discrete modeling of com-

plex systems. Such systems are intrinsically difficult because they describe interac-
tions between a large number of entities and sometimes even consider interactions
with parts that are under or non-specified (open-systems). These systems are often
modeled via continuous functions (hence justifying the omnipresence of stochastic
extensions of the models discussed above). Such models capture the "real" world
more accurately and are considered to be better suited for analysis than discrete
systems.

In my experience, discrete modeling works well when it is intended to be a
prototype to guide further investigation. But they fall short when one is interested in
finding mainstream applications of the model. This is evidenced by the proliferation
of stochastic extensions of the classical models (Petri nets, κ, etc.).



CHAPTER 5
Future and beyond
The best is yet to come

— Carolyn Leigh, Cy Coleman.

In this dissertation, we have discussed expressiveness properties of three large
families of formalisms: process algebras, communicating automata, and a variety of
discrete models to be applied to bio-inspired systems. At the end of each chapter
we have already hinted at possible future developments, here we quickly mention
more general future directions.

I envisage pursuing three main aspects (perhaps possible topics for future PhD
theses):

— Causal dependencies and reversible computations,
— Temporal aspects,
— Complexity.
Regarding causality and reversible computations, there is a strong connection

between the expressiveness results discussed in Chapter 3 and causality notions.
Indeed most of those results embed a notion of causality that is used to represent
the order in which messages fill buffers. Such notions are also the foundation of
reversible computations. As a matter of fact, one needs to know the order in which
actions have been performed to restore a correct computation. In a concurrent
world this entails that one needs to know (and store) information about which are
the parallel/concurrent actions and where are the causal dependencies.

The second topic concerns temporal aspects which are, in general, a difficult
subject. Temporal/timed extensions already exist under the format of timed au-
tomata [2] that employ real time clocks, timed process algebra and timed Petri nets.
I would like to explore the meaning of timing the life of messages (hence encoding
the idea of expiring messages) instead of actions. The main issue is to determine
whether this can be encoded or not with existing formalisms or whether time is an
orthogonal matter and expressiveness results can be ported in the new setting.

Finally, on complexity, it seems to me that the concurrent calculus community
generally produces results on (un)decidability, but less often focuses on complexity
classes. I believe that this will change and that we need to work more in this
direction. To conclude this dissertation I will briefly summarize a recent work along
these lines [9].

35
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Figure 5.1 – A classification of memory automata from [7]. Arrows represent strict
language inclusion, while dotted lines denote language incomparability.

5.1 Complexity in Unbounded Memory Au-
tomata

We study unbounded memory automata for words over an infinite alphabet,
as introduced in [61, 82]. Such automata model essentially dynamic generative
behaviors, i.e., programs that generate an unbounded number of distinct resources
each with its own unique identifier (e.g., thread creation in Java, XML). Figure 5.1
depicts a hierarchy of unbounded memory automata, for a precise discussion on
the relations among these formalisms see [7]. We focus, in particular, on three
formalisms, ν-automata (ν-A) [37, 8], Layered Memory Automata (LaMA) [7] and
HRA for History-Register Automata [50]. All these models are extensions of finite
state automata with memory-storing letters. The memory for HRA is composed of
registers (that can store only one letter) and histories (that can store an unbounded
number of letters), whereas the memory for the other two models consists of a finite
set of variables. Among the distinctive features of HRA, they can reset registers
and histories, and select, remove and transfer individual letters. In ν-A and LaMA,
variables must satisfy an additional constraint, referred to as injectivity, meaning
that they cannot store shared letters. Moreover, variables can be emptied (reset)
but single letters cannot be removed. We know that LaMA are more expressive than
ν-A as the former are closed under intersection while it is not the case for the latter
ones.

We tackle the complexity of two problems: membership (whether a word be-
longs to the recognized language of the considered automaton) and non-emptiness
(whether the language recognized by an automaton is empty or not) for ν-A, LaMA
and HRA (see Figure 5.2). We knew from [50] that the non-emptyness problem is
Ackerman-complete for HRA. We show that concerning the membership problem,
all three kinds of automata fall in the NP-complete class. We first prove that testing
membership for HRA, ν-A and LaMA is an equivalent problem. This is obtained
by providing two simulations of respectively LaMA and HRA into ν-A. Then we
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Model Membership Non-emptyness
ν-A NP-comp PSPACE-comp

LaMA NP-comp Ackermann-comp
HRA NP-comp Ackermann-comp
FMA NP-comp NP-comp
VFA NP-comp NL-comp
FRA NP-comp ?
GRA ? ?

Figure 5.2 – Summary of complexity classes

address complexity and show that the problem is NP-complete with a reduction of
3-SAT to LaMA. Non-emptiness is more delicate. We prove that the non-emptiness
problem for ν-A is PSPACE-complete by reducing TQBF (True Fully Quantified
Boolean Formula) to ν-A, while the proof in [50] can be adapted to show that
the non-emptiness is Ackermann-complete also for LaMA. For finite-memory au-
tomata (FMA), it is known that membership and non-emptiness are NP-complete
[88]. Knowing whether a language is included in another is undecidable for FMA
when considering their non-deterministic version, but it is PSPACE-complete for
deterministic ones [81]. In [52] it is shown that the non-emptiness problem for Vari-
able Finite Automata (VFA) is NL-complete, while membership is NP-complete.
For FRA and Guessing-Register Automata (GRA, [63]) we only know that both
problems are decidable but we do not know the accurate complexity class.

This paper provides a comprehensive understanding of the computational com-
plexity of unbounded memory automata, offering insights into their expressive power
and limitations. I believe complexity studies may contribute to give a broader con-
text within the field of formal language theory, paving the way for further exploration
and finer comparisons among concurrent languages. For instance, all the complexity
results of Chapter 3 are upper bounds, and little is known about the lower bounds.
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Taking a Walk on the Expressiveness Road

Cinzia Di Giusto
Abstract

This dissertation explores the intricacies of concurrent systems and their formal
analysis, aiming at understanding their behaviors and at verifying their proper-
ties through formal methods. Concurrent systems, central to modern computing,
involve multiple entities working collectively to shape the system’s overall behav-
ior. This research delves into the distinctive challenges posed by these systems.
In concurrent systems, the focus shifts from program termination and correct-
ness, typical of sequential systems, to responsiveness at all times. Behaviors
become complex, involving interactions, data exchanges, and resource sharing
among independent processes or entities. Verification priorities encompass syn-
chronization, communication consistency, and resource management.
The dissertation comprises three interconnected research directions:

1. Process Algebras and Session Types
2. Communicating Automata
3. Applications: demonstrating the practical application of formal methods

in diverse domains, bioinformatics, ecology and neural network.
In summary, this dissertation uncovers the complexities of concurrent systems,
emphasizing their formal analysis and aiming to identify the boundary between
descriptive power and decidability
The dissertation will be organized in chapters discussing my work and classifying
them into those three categories: process calculi and session types, automata with
memory, applications of concurrent models to various domains. Each chapter will
be preceded by a general introduction, specifying and commenting the context
and giving pointers to the publications concerning the discussed works.

Keywords: Concurrency, Verification, Session types.
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